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UPS strikes out
with bookstore,
angry students
I Orders cause backups, empty shelves
across the country
By Kimberly Lamke
opinion Editor
School has started and emptyhanded students are repeatedly
faced with emptier -than -usual
shelves at the Spartan Bookstore
due to the United Parcel Service
strike that ended August 18.
According to nationwide bookstore managers, over 65 percent
of most college textbook orders
arrive by UPS delivery trucks.
The strike created back-ups of
book deliveries across the nation,
including local university bookstores. Most students did not
anticipate problems with book
deliveries due to the strike, but
finding bare spaces where their
textbooks should rest has caused
some worry.
I didn’t think that the UPS
strike would have anything to do

with me buying my books," said
Erik Hultgren, an electrical engineering major. "I’m now looking
at over half a dozen of my books
that are missing from the shelves
and wishing the strike would
have ended sooner."
Deliveries have been pouring
in to the Spartan Bookstore since
the strike ended, but books for
many classes will not arrive until
the second week of the semester,
if not later.
Steve Johnston, associate
director in charge of textbooks,
said students who are missing
books for their classes shouldn’t
be too worried.
"Students should just keep
checking back with us," Johnston
said. "As soon as we get the
books in they will go out on the
shelves. We have extra warehouse staff working to make sure
that the books get out of the back
as soon as possiWe."
Bookstores that stock SJSU
texts said the only books that

Once again alumni Alan and
Phyllis Simpkins have stepped
up to the plate for Spartan athletics.
This time the couple donated
a 22,700 -square foot facility to
house the men’s and women’s
basketball and cross country
teams, the women’s volleyball,
water polo, tennis, gymnastics,
swimming and diving teams in
addition to most of the SJSU
athletics administration.
The new facility is so impressive that SJSU President
Robert Caret leaned over to The
Simpkins’ during an informal
dedication ceremony and asked

All the King’s Men

Robert Serna/ Spartan Daily
Jesse Jackson leads the "Save the Dream" march across the Golden Gate Bridge. An estimated 10,000 people participated. The march commemorated Dr. Martin Luther King Jr ’s "I Have a Dream" speech given in Washington D C on Aug
28, 1963. It was also a chance to speak out on Prop. 209 and SP 1 which ended affirmative action within the UC system

See UPS page 8

Millions donated
for sports facility
By Kim Skolnick
Entertainment Editor
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where his office would be.
Water polo coach Lou Tully
said the new building is a radical departure from building BB,
where some of the athletics
department used to be housed.
There is a lot of operating
room here, Tully said. We were
really constricted before.
There are conference rooms,
long hallways and a large trophy case dispalying all the
Spartans
accomplishments.
This compared to the woefully
small BB building.
"Talk about a range of differDirector
Athletics
ence,"
Thomas Brennan said. "This
puts us in a whole new ball game. This (building) puts you

See Simpkins page 8

’Saving
The Dream’
Story by Devin Fehely

Mathew Brooks
Eric
in
participated
t he"Save
the
Dream" march, commemorating the 34th anniversary of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s historic
March on Washington, in the hope that
others would be spared being in my
posistion, my predicament."
Brooks, soft-spoken and somewhat
camera -shy, is the sole African American student in the freshman class
at Boalt Hall, UC Berkeley’s top-ranking law school. For the opponents of
Prop. 209, Brooks is a symbol of life
after affirmative action. Brooks was
joined by an estimated 10,000 marchers

See related editorial page 2.
in a show of support for embattled and
beleaguered affirmative action programs.
Longtime civil rights activist, the
Rev. Jesse Jackson, who organized the
march, said he will not accept that the
passage of Prop. 209 sounds the death
knell of King’s dream. Sherri Freeman,
a junior at UC Berkeley who is black,
agrees. "This type of grassroots protest
is critical," Freeman said.
Prop. 209, which bans consideration
of race and gender in government hir-

ing and contracting, went
into effect yesterday. The ballot intiative had been hogged
down in legal battles since it
was passed by a narrow margin in last November’s election. The 9th
Circuit Court of Appeals failure to overturn that ruling paved the way for Prop
209 to become law It is likely that the
Supreme Court will eventually review
the case.
"The legal battle is not over. Today’s
march is more than just symbolic." said
Hoshana Braun, a law student at Boalt
"We still hope this law will be over
turned."
Svc Dream page 5

High-speed chase ends in crash near parking garage
By Jennie Fitzhugh
Staff Writer

Michelle Lee/ Spartan Doily
A San Jose police officer arrests o suspect at the crash scene

A stolen van raced down
Fourth Street to San Fernando
Street causing a bloody five-car
crash across from campus
Thursday.
"I saw the van cream into the
side of a car and then shoot
across the street and smash
into a pole," bystander Heather
Klein said. "Then I saw two of
the women running out with
blood dripping all over them."
Police searched through a
dumpster
behind
Grande
Pizzeria to apprehend a 38year-old passenger while officers pulled the 19-year-old driver from the van. A second passenger jumped over a fence and

"The driver was
speeding down the
street so fast that
it sounded like
’WHOOSH.’"
Jay Perez
escaped on foot, according to
San Jose Police Department
Sgt. Tony Colon.
He said they were in a stolen
van from the Mission Valley
Leasing and Rental.
A crowd of about 50 people
gathered at the scene.
"The driver was speeding
down the street so fast that it

sounded
like
’WHOOSH,’"
bystander Jay Perez said.
"Then she started weaving and
crashing into cars on both sides
of the street. The only thing
that stopped her was the pole)
that she ran into head-on."
The two women in custody
were transported to Valley
Medical Center with bloody
facial injuries.
Colon said a driver whose car
crashed into a tree outside’ the
Fourth Street Parking Garage
was transported tel Good
Samaritan Hospital with moderate injuries.
"I can’t believe, it," bystander
Brent Carlson said. "It was a
loud crash, boom, screech,
crash. Then it was complete
chaos."

Reporter
claims
assault
By Ingrid Perez
Staff Writer
A student accused a San
Jose
Police
Department
sergeant of pushing her to the
ground Thursday, leaving a
bruise on her right arm.
Jennie Fitzhugh, a Spartan
Daily staff writer, said Sgt.
David Hewitt forced her to the

See Claim, page 9
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Prop. 209 opponents
November, opponents
Last
of Proposition 209, the
CAP.’ rnia Civil Rights
Initiative, so, :ht to portray the
supporters of t. - measure as
r:iiists. Even thoup, they were
di.k.:ited at the ballot %, their
et Wrts continued unabated.
First, there were the posters
depicting heeded Ku Klux
Klansown burning a cross The
caption read: "The Klan supports 209 Do you?" Never mind
th:it the basis for this poster,

fight racism with resegregation

crucial part of the
Pete Wilson to ,wgrespeech, in which
gationist and former
Dr. King said he
Gov.
Alabama
wanted to see an
George Wallace.
where
He sees himself as
America
people were judged
the savior of Martin
"not by the color of
Luther King’s "I
their skin, but by
Have
a
Dream"
the content of their
speech,
which
character." Raceremains today the
best statement on KEVIN HECTEMAN based affirmative
action flies in the
equality ever made.
However, Jackson and other face of that ideal.
Jackson may mean well, but
209 opponents tend to ignore a

tbrmer Klansman David Duke’s
appearance at a debate at
California State University,
Northridge, was a farce engineered by the opposition specifically to embarrass 209 supporters.
And now, Jesse Jackson,
leader of an anti-209 march on
the Golden Gate Bridge,
Thursday, has really gone too
far. He compared 209 to "ethnic
cleansing" in what used to be
Yugoslavia, and likened Gov.

his words and his actions will
come back to haunt him. They
will serve only to deepen the
racial divide in our country.
Our national motto is "E
pluribus unum," or "Out of
many, one." Sadly, thanks to
Jackson and others of his ilk,
we have deviated from that
goal. There may be no ethnic
cleansing going on here, but
there is resegregation of sorts.
It seems that the groups who
fought so hard to integrate our

Opinion page policies
Reader" tire emmoraged to express themselves

011 the Opinion

page with a Letter to the Editor or Campus Viewpoint
A Lotter to the Editor is a 200Artor5 response to an 11141,1e or point
of view that him appeared in the Spartan Doily
450-word essay on current
A Campus Viewpoint

caml010,

poht-

teal OF social manes
S,utoxissi’4o. laucome the property of the Spartan Daily and may he

Submissions must
contain the author’s name, address, phone number, signature
and major.

witted for clarity, graniniar, libel and length

tilthillINS10111, mat, be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Maly office in Dwight &Intel Hall Room 209,

10h ifi243237 or
of

Journalism

sent by fax to

mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School
Mass Communications. San Jose State

and

I Iniversity, One Washntgton Square, San Jour, CA 95192-014W
Editorials are written by, and are the conaenoma of, the
Spartan Daily editors, not the daft
Published opinions and advertisement* do not necessarily reflect
lb. view, Of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalioni and Mass

Kevin Hecteman is a Staff
Writer for the Spartan Daily.

Full-time job advice
for SJSU graduates

Editorial
Martin Luther King Jr. lived and died
Dr.
for equality. The fact that Prop. 209 went
into effect on the 34th anniversary of
King’s "I Have a Dream Speech" is a slap in his
t ; t.i
At the Lincoln Memorial on Aug. 28, 1963,
King told the world that it would be fatal to overlook the urgency of the Negro. On the Golden
Gate Bridge, Aug. 28, 1997, the Rev. Jesse
Jackson told Wilson that it would be fatal to
assume the affirmative action fight is over. We
.:upport Jackson’s efforts to "Save The Dream."
Someone has to, because equality isn’t a reality...
it’s a possibility.
In 1963, King spoke of a day when his children
would be judged by the content of their character
not the color of their skin. It’s sad but 34 years
later, that day has yet to arrive.
Irniversity of California Regent Ward
Connerly twists King’s words to mean that affirmative action should be eradicated. Connerly is
as misguided now as he was when he pushed to
have race and gender-based "preferences"
banned within the UC system.
Connerly, his partner-in -crime Gov. Pete
Wilson, and the 55 percent of California voters
who approved Prop. 209 last November need a
wake up call.
Why? Because they believe that affirmative
action means giving something to those who don’t
deserve it. Let’s set the record straight.
Affirmative action does not mean, "Give the job to
the first black person you see." The law was created to right the wrongs society inflicts on
minorities
There are those in control of education who’ll
use Prop. 209 to discriminate and that’s sad.
If other states follow the VC example, the
results would be disastrous. That’s why we disagrve with those who say that marches like the
one across the Golden Gate Bridge are 0 lost
cause.
In 1963, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. talked
about a "promissory note" that was promised to
blacks by America. Thirty-four years later blacks
and other minorities have yet to receive their
due That’s why we support Jackson. That’s why
affirmative action hasn’t outlived it’s usefulness.

country 30 years ago are now
drifting off into their own
camps again, emphasizing
their differences rather than
their similarities.
Fighting discrimination with
discrimination will do nothing
to solve our problems. It will,
however, do everything to
make them worse.
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’THESE TOUCH- FOOTBALL GAMES JUST PONT SEEM THE SAME ANYMORE"

Film women need professional dress
not the most fashionable
Jam
person in the world. I mean, I
learned how to dress in the
decade when leg warmers were
considered a fashion statement.
That’s why I was surprised the
reason I hated Jennifer Aniston’s
movie "Picture Perfect" was not
Aniston’s thoroughly unlikable
character, nor the predictable plot’
line. I hated the movie because of
the clothing.
Hollywood has the annoying
tendency to portray professional
women in one of two ways.
If the character is supposed to be likable,
she doesn’t have the brains to dress herself
appropriately for the workplace. If the character is the resident bitch, her clothes, while
appropriate in style, are too short, too tight or
both.
Aniston’s character is the picture perfect
example of how not to dress for success. In
one scene Aniston bopped along the busy
streets of New York, hair in pigtails, a New
York Yankees’ cap perched on her head and
nipples pointing towards the sky. She was
wearing a black sundress over a white Tshirt, black leather sandals and carrying a
backpack.
I thought she was going to the beach.., silly
me. She was heading to the highrise where
she works as a junior advertising executive.
Aniston despairs that she is not respected,
that she doesn’t get promoted, that she never
gets to handle any of the big accounts. Then

she has the nerve to wonder why.
Jennifer, let me give you some
advice. Buy a bra. The professional world will not take you seriously when you still dress like a college student.
, The business, world, will also
not take you seriously dressed
like a tramp.
In "The Temp" Lara Flynn
Boyle is an ambitious office assistant who will stop at nothing to
advance through the company
ranks. Her office look? Crotchhigh minis, skin-tight slacks and
a pair of "Daisy Duke" shorts worn to the
company picnic.
But the queen of all bad female corporate
dressers has to be Heather Locklear of
"Melrose Place." When was the last time you
saw one of’ the partners of a respected advertising firm looking like she just had sex in the
backseat of a car?
Hollywood needs to get over the idea that
nice women are not powerful and that powerful women use their bodies to succeed.
I would like to see a movie about a woman
in an office who realizes that how you dress is
how you will be perceived. Oh, wait a minute.
They did that in "Working Girl," a movie starring Melanie Griffith. And even then, the
main character was wearing her bosses
clothes.

it’s the first month of school, and the last
Sothing on your mind is landing a job after
graduation. But it’s never too early to
start thinking about employment, especially if
you don’t want to be caught unprepared when
you do find your first Silicon Valley job.
When you start enjoying all the luxuries of
the world of work, such
as being able to pay
your bills, you’ll also
have other real-world
concerns.
As somebody who’s
worked two full-time
jobs in Silicon Valley
offices, allow me to give
you tips on how to hang
on to your dream job.
Chances are, if you’re ANDY W. HO
like most people hired in Silicon Valley, you
won’t have a clue what it is you’re expected to
do. You’ll have a job title. Don’t let it fool you.
This will only confuse you further because you
won’t do anything that sounds remotely related
to your title of "Administrative Technical
Supervisor and Paper-Clip Supplier."
And, trust me, none of your education has
taught you the slightest bit about doing this job.
General education? Forget it. Try telling the
regional vice-president that you scored an A on
that essay test for "The Republic" during your
sophomore year.
...
The first month is the time when your supervisors and co-workers will scare you by telling
you how much work your department receives.
Your supervisors will hold meetings and conferences to "get you up to speed." You’ll toss and
turn in your sleep, frightened out of your mind.
No need to worry because this pile of work
will never materialize. You’ll spend most of
your days sitting in your cubicle finding new
ways to occupy yourself. You’ll feel like the
penultimate kid in the candy store, getting paid
what you think is an outrageous amount of
money for doing basically, nothing.
The best part is nobody seems to be doing
anything, either. Your colleagues are gossiping,
taking their lunch breaks or talking on the
phone with their friends.
After you get over the initial awkwardness,
the new challenge is to find ways to fool around
without getting fired. It’s a matter of finding a
balance between looking busy and doing
absolutely nothing.
With a little old-fashioned elbow grease combined with good old American know-how, you’re
guaranteed employment until you retire, having avoided layoffs due to your relative obscurity in the company hierarchy.

Kim Skolnick is on Entertainment Editor
for the Spartan Daily.

Andy W. Ho is a Senior Staff Writer for the
Spartan Daily.
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was refreshing to walk down
ItSeventh Street, towards campus
and see so many new, eager faces
roaming the campus a couple days
before school started. The trusty
electronic marquee that never managed to have all its dots fixed at
once, scrolled its information above
the Bass ticket window. The recent
San Carlos street project’s one year
anniversary promised a gratifying
perusal of the renovated landscape
complete with worn grass and
vagrant-filled benches.
Instead, what to my wandering
eyes do appear, hut a banner reading "SJSU Welcomes You," with a
blue background and that God -awful
yellow logo which replaced our tried
and true tower logo a year or so ago.
It’s bad enough seeing the tower
being replaced by some geometric
shape, but when it’s blown up so
large it looks used and worn out. It

Salter,

Spartan Daily

Coe Waakingtan Square
Man Mood, CA
-0145

almost looks as if the printer ran out
of ink or the silk screen is beginning
to peel.
What I want to know is: what was
wrong with the previous logo? It
wasn’t boring , in fact, it was very
pleasant to look at and I was mood
to have it stamped on my business
cards when I worked for the university.
The tower logo was a symbol of
our campus’ history that dated all
the way back to 1910, when Tower
Hall was erected. The school’s logo
was created and revised through the
years to keep up with the times, but
what’s with the new logo? What is it
again? It’s a BRICK from the front

of the tower? How is anyone supposed to know that? It looks like
some random shape that doesn’t
symbolize anything that stands for
San Jose State University.
The intentions were in the right
places, (the logo is supposed to recognize the diversity of the Bay area
and the respect we have for all cultures) but the new logo doesn’t convey those sentiments and I doubt
there’s a simple way of conveying
those sentiments.
My suggestion is that the tower
logo be reinstated and updated for
the new millennium. We need to he
aware how others are going to perceive our increasingly beautiful campus and take pride in our university
emblem. Bring back the tower logo,
everyone on campus will be eternally
grateful.
Michael Rackley
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Rascoe named as new
V.P. of student affairs
New vice president
aims to bridge gaps
between students
and administration.

making students feel comfortable in a new environment is
important, he said. At Old
Westbury, she made that happen.
Students had complained at
her former school about how the
residence halls were named by
By Ingrid Peres
numbers. Unlike most colleges
Staff Writer
where halls are given names,
students felt it was uncomfortAfter being vacant for over a
able and impersonal. Schulter
year, the position of vice presisaid Rascoe went to bat for student of student affairs has been
dents with administration
which led to a change in policy.
Monica Rascoe filled the posi"It’s just one small example
tion on Aug. 1. Before coming to
of how she can be a bridge to
San Jose State University,
university administration to be
Rascoe served in a similar posithe spokesperson for student
tion at the State University of
issues," he said. "That speaks to
New York, College of Old
her student -centered philosoWestbury. She said SJSU’s
diverse student population phy"
attracted her to the campus.
"At this point we
The position was left vacant
in July 1995 when former Vice
need to get closer
l’resident of Student Affairs
to the studentsby
Dean Batt retired. President
Robert Caret then appointed
reaching
out to
Associate Vice President of
Student Services St. Safrold to
them"
the interim position in August
1995.
Disability Resource Center
--Monica Rascoe
Director Martin Schulter served
V.P.
of student affairs
as chairman of the 17-member
Search Committee. After six
months, he said he feels the
committee and Dr. Caret chose
While she’s only been on the
the best person for the job.
job for a month, Rascoe’s been
Rascoe’s student-centered phibusy. She said she’s already
losophy, leadership and people
found some areas within her
skills earned his recommendaarea that need improvement.
tion to Caret, he said.
Though Student Affairs is
"I think she is very commitadequately servicing students,
ted to (student affairs) and she
Rascoe said she wants to create
impressed the committee with
a stronger bond with them. She
Schulter
the:,e
said she wants to foster an envisaid. "I am very pleased we
ronment where students can
selected her."
meet with faculty and staff outSchuller said Rascoe’s passide of their traditional classsion
for students shined
room roles
through in her interview ses"At this point, we need to get
sions. Rascoe stressed that

closer to the students by reaching out to them," she said.
Being visible in popular student meeting areas and listening to student’s concerns,
Rascoe said, is a good way to
bond with students. Continuing
to work alongside the Division
of Academic Affairs, the
Center
and
Multicultural
Volunteer Services, she said,
will enhance the move toward
more student, faculty and stafffunctions.
oriented
Collaborating with those areas
will help develop the growing
need to become more involved
with student learning, she said.
"We’re here to provide for the
needs of the students and we
need to hear (those students),"
Rascoe said.
To make that happen, she
said faculty and staff need to
make students aware of the services Student Affairs provides.
Bringing the three factors
together outside of the classroom will supplement students’
academic experiences. Students
who communicate with faculty
and staff outside of class, help
them see how education relates
to the future, she said.
Schulter said he isn’t surprised Rascoe has already
begun evaluating the division.
It is important to have someone
in a senior position that has her
strong leadership skills, he said.
Her philosophies have paved
the way for her to become a liaison between administration,
faculty, staff and students.
Student
that
Agreeing
Affairs needs to develop partnerships with all four constituents on campus, Rascoe
will serve as a catalyst. Schuller
said, to provide better student
services to the campus. Because
faculty is the majority of the
campus population, Schulter

Charles Slay/ Spartan Daily

Dr. Monica Rascoc in her office as vice president of student affairs.
said it would be the best way to
voice what Student Affairs has
to offer.
"If faculty have a good understanding of the (outside services of Student Affair,. ,t

Volunteers pave way for new students
By Christine M

Liars

Staff Writer

For the next three weeks, at
:30
ad mi n istrators,
least
cashiers and university officials
will wear a "badge of courage."
Sporting buttons with the
words, "Ask Me," emblazoned on
the front, the volunteers are
attempting to smooth the transition that new students face.
SJSI
rector
As
of
Logistical Services :lames Hill
said, the "badge of courage"
stands as a marker for students to approach the volunteers with any questions.
"Our goal is to assist new
people on campus in finding
buildings and answering questions with a friendly face," Hill
said.
The program, which comes at
the beginning of every semester,
began two years ago partly due
to a brainstorming session by
an administration group.
It received a healthy push
last semester when the Student
Resources Center (SR(’) opened
its doors, Valerie Chapman, the

center’s coordinator, said.
"’Ask MC is a part of our regular function," Chapman said.
"We are trying to make a
smooth transition fiir new students in the hopes that they
may actually graduate from
The buttons are worn by volunteers from adnunistration,
University Police Department,
accounting, financial services
and the new SRC in order to
ease the intimidation that new
students may feel.
"We as administrators are
there to serve the students,"
Collections Manager of Student
Financial Service Larry Rogan
said.
"We, here at financial service,
have made the Ask Me program
an on -going campaign. It has
really blossomed in the last two
years,- he added.
The volunteers get to tackle
the tough questions students
have in an effort to ease first
week confusion and untangle
the bureaucracy. Hogan said.

Lines have also been considerably smaller compared to last
semester at administration,
cashiering and financial aid.
According to Hogan. this is
an indicator of the campaign’s
success,
The SRC takes some of the
credit, though, for its "one-stopshopping" approach to answering students questions.
"People want to know about
buying parking permits, how to
apply for emergency loans and
the status of fees paid," Hogan
said. "They can get all of these
questions asked at one place,
rather than three or finer different places."
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required Call
Campus Rep Program
Amencan Passage Media Inc
MO West Harrison St Slide S ISO
Seattle WA 98119
800 487-2434 Eel 4444

All Nationalities.
Givg.thr,Gift of Life!

American Heart WO

Pules to Elite,

WANTED

OVUM DONORS
NEEDED
Women Ages 21-29,
Healthy, Responsible,

See Rascoe. page 5

BUY 1
EGGROLL
GET 1 FREE

.3 ITEMS S3 4 ITEMS

-Mick LaSalle. SF Chronicle

extracurricular activities for
students and encouraging academics. The Spartan Showcase.
the annual Job Fair and the
summer orientations sponsored

If you are
what you eat,
why not cut
back on fat?

LUNCH 8cDINNER
COMBO PLATE$4

’Demented...Delightful...the
funniest Western since
’Blazing Saddles.

1433 The Alameda 287 1433

CAMPUS REP

For example, one quick
answer hum a volunteer may
also save a lost individual a
half-hour in a quest to find
Sweeney Hall.
"People. needing directions to
find building, is the most common question ie.:iced." Hill ,aid.
"The buildings on campus are
pretty poorly marked. Yet, many individuals fail to
seek help. Hill said.
"When I wire the badge, I
noticed that people don’t stop
and ask," Hill said. "I see a lot if
people who are just staring at a
map."

dents will benefit from that," he
said.
Saffold said in his two years
as interim vice president of student affairs that the office was
in
providing
successful

Telephone Number
SSW/

SJSU faculty members
enter the 21st century
Project enhances
tenured faculty’s
knowledge of new
types of technology
Br
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Atter . emis of being touted as
the "University of Silicon
State
.lose
San
Valley,"
University faculty will he
trained in new. technology to
hi mg them into the 21st century
"We can’t turn our backs on
’technology ,- said Barbara
Pence, a tenured mathematics
and computer sCICT1Ct professor.
Pence said lithe faculty is given
the opportunity to learn more
about new technology, it is
important to take it.
Through the Champions
Project, a $600,000 endeaviir,
SJSU tenured and tenure-track
faculty will be trained in to
them to restructure
III able
their curriculum to integrate

modern methods of gathering
and interpreting electronic
information.
"When there is new techmilogy. teachers need to transfer
that knowledge hack to the students," said Xtinh T} ax graphic design major. Thavy said
"teachers are like computers,
they need an upgrade."
"The ’Champions Project is
intended to provide the opporttlInty for faculty to use technology in support for instruction
and curriculum," said VicUiria
Harper. the director of the
Institute for Teaching and
Learning
Harper and her tare will
coordinate the three-year, voluntary program that will be
available to the 900 tenured
and tenure-track faculty. The
university plans to train in
faculty at a later tune
The training will start this
semester.
The project is the brainchild
of the Office of the President
that started from a proposal
and ended with a i;,450,000
pledge from the San Jose

Good Vibrations

Nlercury New, and the Knight
The Ku ig h
Foundation
Foundation is the
Knight -Raider, w loch to is the
5.151’
San Jose Niel% lir\ Next
has 111111.1dicli $17,(1,1)110 no
Illakt

lip

1-1,1VktV.1.t. I Ili

1111..

dltnrt1111

!!f;1)().1)(10 1:11,I

not cover an \ expend!! Ilrlbring

HI

nit -tile

tr.litlt I

more experienced
faculty w ill be facilitating the
training
"This grant will enable the
11;1,1
university to
011011, of ensuring that our ho
ulty are among the hest pre
pared to take iidvant age of the
information technologies avail
able tip them arid to make edu
eiltvd choices regarding OW
of these technologies in the
classroom." said non Litter,
SJSU chief computing whir:nation unit, r in a st.iteinerit
As It pre-- tutu lit Harris.
publisher of the San Jose
Mercury New,. intl Creed
Black, president of the Knight
Foundation. could not be
reached for comment

Thetl’Illn.,

Charles Slay/ Spartan

Daily

San Jose State University marching band member Carmina Chua, practices on the
.,br o phone in preparation for the football game against Stanford Sept. 6.

Welcome Day offers students free sweets, recreation
/it 1.1.nnne (1hu ntuki ni-l’rnesx
-ill \Vritcr

Free ice cream, music and
dancing will welcome students
SJSU during the fifth annual
"Welcome Day"
Held every fall, and sponsored by the Student Life
Center, Welcome Day is a
resource fair of clubs, organizations, and various departments
loll campus
It gives new and
returning students a chance to

discover early on tt hat services
and activities are available to
them.
This year’s event will be
Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Groups will have booths
set up alongside the Student
Union between Ninth Street
and the Seventh Street plaza.
llany will be staffed by group
members who can answer questions and provide additional
inthrmation.
One of the highlights of Ow
event is an Ice Cream Social

\ Quad
Taking pl..te ,[.
near the book -tor, entrance
faculty
from noon to 1 ti
members. deans, department
chairper,4ms and other administrative personnel will he
scooping free ice cream cones
for studunt,
expecting ,SlH.,
-11.4 rt.
President Caret, Prot 0-4 Linda
t
the
Bain, arid nti,ni
Department Chmr-."
Sanders. _-\i-i Ix me, iordmat or,
In his filth \ 1.;it’ it \ tolVCIllent
with Velciime I tax. Sandrrs is Ill

the
entire function
a chance for the administrator- to get out lit Ilieir
offices and (into the campus to
no et -1 mlerits face -to face.Sander, said.
Saniler- said lit) titirticivronts
ale rlready confirmed Ile i -ti
males Ilia( 911 stticlitit
111,1, ;old departments tt iN be
int olvifl
l’resentations hy -.event’ of
the mu tops hat e also been
planned The Ballroom I ),,nct.

’i iii tt iii he presenting a
demonstration of couples -dancing. "thir objeoive is to recruit
new members to our club and
encourage people to come out
and have fun," club treasurer
Kim Granata said.
Other groups planning pre-entatnins include the Foreign
departnient,
Language
Akhayan Club, Vietnamese
Engineering Students. Jewish
Student Union, Black Alliance
of Scientists and Engineers
BASF
and
Theta
Chi

Fraternity.
Off campus, the Frances ,.
Gulland Child Development
Center will also be participating. Located at the corner of
Tenth Street and San Salvador,
the Center will sponsor an Open
House from 10:00 a.m, to noon,
according to Center Director
Fran Roth.
For more information, contact the Student Life Center at
924-5950.

WELCOME TO FALL ’97

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
SPAR TAN
A

CAMPUS

SHOPS

BENEFIT

CORPORATION

The bookstore is ready to meet all your needs, from textbooks, to supplies
to SJSU clothing. Come in and see our great selection at LOWER PRICES
in every department.
We’re changing with you in mind.
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Dream: Jackson
protests Prop. 209
Continued from page 1
On June 20, 1995, the UC
Regents, the governing body of
the University of California system, voted to end affirmative
action. The fallout from the
Regents’ decision is being felt at
the graduate level where the
new "color-blind" admissions
policy went into effect this year.
Ut7 graduate schools have experienced sharp drops in minority
admissions and enrollments. At
Boalt, admissions for AfricanAmerican and Latino students
have fallen 80 and 50 percent,
respectively.
Protesters marched shoulderto-shoulder across the Golden
Gate Bridge to Crissy Field for a
rally featuring elected officials
activists.
community
and
Jackson, capped off an after-

noon of speeches with one of his
own titled, "Save The Dream."
"Learning to live together
under one big tent remains the
moral imperative of our times.
For this dream we challenged
closed -door policies," Jackson
said.
Jackson launched a few
broadsides at his political
nemesis, California Gov. Pete
Wilson. Jackson compared
Wilson to former Arkansas Gov
George Wallace, a staunch foe of
desegregation.
"Wilson is like Wallace standing in the schoolhouse door,"
Jackson said.
Lisa Kaluftian, Wilson’s
spokeswoman, accused Jackson
of "childish name-calling." She
said this tactic was "the first
fall-back of people that cannot
argue the topic on its merits."
Kaluftian explained that Wilson

Photos By Robert

Serwml .tipartait Daily

Above: Jesse Jackson is surrounded by participants of the "Save the Dream March- as they walk off the Golden Gate bridge and
march into Crissy park in San Fransico
Upper left: Jesse Jackson leads the "Save the dream march" which crossed the Golden Gate bridge with approximately 10,000
attendees. The march commemorated Martin Luther King Jr.’s "I Have a Dream- speech giver, in Washington D.C. on Aug. 28 1963.
The march was also an opportunity to speak out on Proposition 209 and SP 1 which calls for an end to affirmative action in the
University of California system.
had a "zero-tolerance policy" for
discrimination and had beefed
of the
up
the
budget
Fair
of
Department
Employment and Housing.
"California has been the battleground in the struggle Mr

social justice," Jackson said in
an interview after the rally.
"California is a state at the
crossroads. This is the chance,
the time to mobilize people of
conscience."
.lark,in said that economic

anxiety was fueling the conservative backlash in California.
"The teamsters UPS strike
typified the anxiety and anger
and fear of middle-class workers," Jackson said.
Jackson said he plans to

launch a massive voter registration drive. He announced his
plans for a second march in
Sacramento October 27.

Claim: Reporter files complaint with SJPD Rascoe: New V.P.
Continued from page 1
ground while she was covering
a police pursuit resulting in a
five-car accident on Fourth and
San Carlos streets. Fitzhugh,
23, made an official complaint
against Hewitt with the
Internal Affairs unit that same
day.
According to Fitzhugh, she
was at the scene of the accident
interviewing witnesses. She
said she was told by a SJPD
traffic policeman to speak to
Sgt. Hewitt, who was in charge
of the scene. When she attempted to ask him questions, she
said he told her to leave the
area. She told him since the
scene wasn’t cordoned off by
police tape, she had a legal right
to be there.
Fitzhugh said she attempted
to walk away from him after it
was apparent he wasn’t going to
cooperate. Approximately three
feet from the sidewalk, she said
Sgt. Hewitt grabbed her right
shoulder from behind. He kept
trying to push her back on the
sidewalk, she said. His force
pushed her to the ground and
Fitzhugh hit her right forearm
on the pavement, she said.
Hewitt was not available for
comment.
Fitzhugh said this has never
happened to her during her four
years as a student and professional journalist. Although she
has been on several accident
and homicide scenes, she said
this event took her off guard.
"That’s the last thing you
expect when you’re working for
a student newspaper," Fitzhugh
said. "I guess small city cops
give you information and big
city cops push you to the
ground."

Esuv 1 Ger 1
FREE

Continued from page 3

Michelle Lee, a Spartan
Daily photographer, was at the
scene of the accident. Lee
agreed with Fitzhugh. She said
there was no barrier between
the police site and bystanders.

"They can’t stop
her from doing her
job as a reporter.
They can’t exclude
her.."
-Mike Houston
Student Press Law Center
There were pedestrians on the
scene and police weren’t
requesting them to leave the
premises, she said.
"It was really chaotic," Lee
said. "A lot of cops were running
around trying to find out what
was going on."
Mike Houston from the
Student Press Law Center said
the situation could be a First
Amendment issue. Because the
police didn’t isolate the scene,
Houston said journalists had
access to the space.
"They can’t stop her from
doing her job as a reporter,"
Houston said. "They can’t
exclude her just because she
was a reporter."
As long as Fitzhugh was not
contaminating evidence or

SUBWAY’
CIllwr eel poi Fe old oleo** sod pronallool
Amin (MAIM awl mod poly wk
NA Ideal
Amino 54ti

Colon said it will
for six
he there priding ;my request
for promotion or trail -hr to
another unit.
"Both options will have the
complaint on his permanent
record," Coltin said. "But this
way, his lieutenant is notified
immediately. The situation
needs to be corrected immediately."
If found guilty of the complaint. Hewitt might have to
attend counseling sessions and
further training before being
allowed to return to the fiirce.

Apply
electronically
for federal
student aid.

www.ed.gov/offices
/OPE/express.html
\alrrVera
C I Ile in a s
CAMERA 1 S 2nd & Sion Carlo. 995-3300
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CAREER
GIRLS

KISS ME
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166 S Firm Si
1411

99A 3300
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SHALL WE DANCE?
$89.00 vati tide tit II)

Buy any 6 ,nch sandw,ch and a
med,um dnnk, get o second 6 ,nch
sandw,ch of equal or lesser value FREE

Discount on bulk orders
Try our free delivery ($15)
475 E. San Carlos Street
cell or fax (408)2118.5676

interfering with the rescue of
crash survivors, Houston said
there was no reason for her to
be pushed to the ground.
Spartan
Daily
adviser,
Stephen Greene said a student
journalist hasn’t been involved
in a case like this "in years."
After a meeting with Fitzhugh,
immediately after the situation.
he said she wasn’t invading
anyone’s property. But without
witnesses. Greene said pursuing the complaint might be an
uphill battle.
"I’m afraid it will boil down to
they-said-we-said," Greene said.
Fitzhugh echoed the same
sentiment. She said she isn’t
confident that she will find a
satisfying resolution. With so
many complaints against police
everyday, she said there are
worse cases.
"He’s just a jerk and he has to
live with himself everyday and
that’s enough satisfaction for
me," Fitzhugh said.
Internal Affairs Sgt. Tony
Colon took Fitzhugh’s complaint. He gave Fitzhugh a pair
of options, one. that could result
in a quick solution and the
other that could result in a
lengthy investigation. She chose
to pursue a quick settlement.
Sgt. Colon said Hewitt’s
immediate lieutenant will be
notified of Fitzhugh’s complaint
and he could be disciplined tol
lowing an investigation by his
lieutenant. The complaint will
remain on his permanent record

kt.’111,11 RAI: S1.70 OM
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by the Student Life Center
are examples, he said of how
Student Affairs works for students.
"All of those events give students an idea of the ties
(between) the classroom and
outside the classroom," Saffold
said.
Yet only experience, he said,
can show students how their
educational pursuits benefit the
road toward gaining a degree. If
a student becomes involved
with faculty and staff in the
same field of study, he or she
can learn from the path they
took.
Saffold said the transition
from himself to Rascoe has gone
smoothly. Although he is unsure
about how long the full transition might take, he said it’s well
on its way
"I will make myself useful
how and when she wants me
to: Saffold said. "I will certainly be there to help her until she
feels she has mach’ the transition."

Rascoe said although she’s
identified some improvements
within the division, she will
proceed slowly and cautiously
Her first priority is to take a
look at the organization of
Student Affairs. She said she
needs to evaluate the division
and redefine what the staff
wants to accomplish.
SJSU spokeswoman Sylvia
Hutchinson said Reserve has
been welcomed warmly by faculty, staff and administration.
Rascoe’s new perspective on
campus affairs, Hutchinson
said, should yield many ideas
which she looks forward to
hearing.
Yet with only two weeks
behind her. Rascoe said she
doesn’t feel pressure or expectations to master the new job in
the first few weeks. But she
hasn’t let that stop her She has
already spent some late nights
at the office adjusting herself to
her new capacity. which she
said she has enjoyed.
"I’ve been very excited,"
Rescue said. "I feel happy and at
home here -
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Right: Spartan
defender Kelli
Mahoney boots the ball
upfield during practice
Wednesday as Jackie
Ostdiek ;left and
Julie Brum look on.

Below: Mahoney
helps her teammate
practice heading the
ball while doing sit-ups
after the team’s scrimmage. The Spartans
start their regular season at 8 p.m. today at
Santa Clara University
against the Broncos.
The team will return to
Santa Clara for another
match against Oregon
on Sunday at 7 p.m.

Mitch Cartwright/ Spartan Mill)

SJSU ready for WAC,
challenging schedule
By Marcum Walton
Spartan Daily Correspirrident

Scott tweihneri

!huh

Ohio St. tops Wyomin
COLUMBUS, (thin (AP)
Stanley
Jackson ran for one touchdown and
passed for one as ninth ranked Ohio
State got tint racked after a let hargir first
half to beat Wyoming 24 10 Thursday
night
Despite t ia ni s t hint each averaged
almost 40 points a gall.’ a year ago,
defense dominated. Ohio State, coming
off an 11 1 record and No 2 ranking in
19%, picked off three passes and limited
It..
(lowboys to 323 yards, while
Wyoming frustrated the Buckeyes’ mistake and penalty-prone offense again
and again
Ohio State’s 35 game streak of sellouts ended on the third night game in

Ohio Stadium history. A crowd of M9, 122,
719 less than capacity, watched the inaugural State Fa run Eddie Robinson
Football Classic, benefiting the Black
Coaches Association.
Ohio State’s high-octane offense of a
year ago appeared to be ready to roll
from the outset when Jackson completed
a 38 -yard pass to David Boston on the
Buckeyes’ first play.
But Boston was flagged for pushing off
on the play, the first of
Ohio State’s seven penal
ties for 60 yards in the
first half

our sills progiamming/publinty. tabling on win
Graft pPOillVtoor
pus, Jae our (fihnq impute’ elan dulabase maintenance, rewind’)
411111 ’WHOOP/ loll", bright outgoing, not afraid to
flexilde hour,
tmile or lull, to rsorls retiti& eirthuutritic nun complainer Jeortsh
bruligiound or lino /dm*, re’priitible
(all San Jose Hillel about internship at 408-358-3636, x54
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Last season’s loss to Brigham
Young University in the league tournament semifinals was heartbreaking, but not surprising to the SJSI1
women’s soccer team.
In fact, just getting that far was a
surprise considering the hole coach
Philippe Min had at the midfielder
posit ions.
13Iin said the weak play in the midfielder position, a spot akin to the
point guard in basketball, may have
been the difference between finishing
as a Western Athletic Conference
also-ran and a titleholder.
"We didn’t really have any playmakers in that position and it hurt
us," Blin said in his season outlook.
"There is no doubt that the midfield
position will no longer be the weakness of this team."
Min, a man of’ his word, recruited
two strong midfielders to plug the
hole that cost his team (13-7-1 t last
year.
Stepping into the hole will he
junior college All-American Megan
Nelson and Ancha lee Kunnaragthai,
a transfer from the lIniversity of
Pacific.
Nelson, who attended Ohlone
College in Fremont last year, will he
the main playmaker and play the
mid fiiIder’s role.
at
Kunnaragthai will play the
defending midfielder.
With those two settling down the
tumultuous middle and setting up
1996 WAC Pacific Division Player of
the Year Stacie Savage and last season’s third -leading scorer Tennille
Ruggiero, Blin now says the team has
everything it needs to step into the
area reserved for Top 20 teams.

"We have all the tools right now to Beckwith, Christina Bettencourt and
be as competitive as any team in the Staci Shrader may be enough to pro
country," Blin said. "We have speed in pel them to the top of the WAC.
Savage, who Blin said can "play for
the backfield and people who can put
any school in the country: will had a
the ball in the net."
In fact, Blin is so confident of his Spartan attack that will miss
team’s chances for success that he Michelle Vargas, a first -team allhas concocted a schedule that pits the WAC forward, who used all of her eliSpartans against UCLA, Oregon, gibility.
"She’s not by herself anymore,"
Arizona and the nation’s preseason
Blin said of Savage. "We have a lot of
No. 5 team, Santa Clara University.
"By playing a difficult schedule We support in the midfield to help her
are learning," Min said. "Even if we out."
So far the Spartans have used
lose to Santa Clara, the NCAA will
look at the strength of our schedule their new look to play the No. 24
ranked Stanford Cardinal to a 2-2 tie
and we’ll probably get in."
But the rest of the conference inii preseason exhibition.
The Spartans first opponent of the
coaches do not share Blin’s confiseason, Santa Clara, will present
dence about the Spartans.
5.151’ is picked to finish third in some problems with its team speed.
the strong Pacific Division, behind Though the Broncos played in last
the two finalists in last season’s year’s Final Four, the Broncos lost
championship game, BYU and San eight seniors from that team. Santa
Clara will play with two sophomores
Diego State University.
The third -place ranking may have and two freshmen at their forward
a lot to do with the lack of team positions, while two more sopho
mores will also fill in as midfielders
speed, Blin admitted.
Spartan goalie Alllee Brown, a SC(’
Facing fast teams could pose problems, but Savage said the goal, for ond-team all-WAC selection last year.
the Spartans will be to play smarter. said the Broncos’ speed will mean fit,’
"We have to let the ball do our run- Spartans have to work harder at
ning for us," Savage said. "We have to playing together.
"We just have to make it a point to
let the ball control our speed."
But &NU does look stronger than play as a team," Brown said. "It’s
last season. The additions of Nelson teamwork that will beat them."
and KlInnaragthai, along with the
play of a
veteran
defen
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"So your boyfriend wants to date othPr people.
What’s the big deal?"
"lie wants to date you!"

CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
and ollerInga are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
now hiring neat. bright. & energetic
people in the following areas’
Food Server (21 yrs.), Host.
Busse’’, and Kitchen Hein Apply
in person. 2prn to 4pm. Mon. thru
Fri. at The Old Spaghetti Factory,
51 N. San Pedro, San Jose.
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Part time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
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TEACHERS high quality, licensed
dropin childcare centers for 212
year olds.
Flex PT/FT positions
Days. Eve. Weekends
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
Benefits available
Call Corp Office 2607929
NOW MING TENNIS INSTRUCTOR
for Campbell Recreation $18/fir
T/Th poi & Sat. arn 866 2740
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK at
renoialed 4th & Srrta Clwa Glenn
All shifts available. Full Of part time
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in person. Ask for Ofelia
BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST to work
6-9 hours weekly in Los Gatos
based behavioral intervention
program. Background in Special
Ed, Psychology, Speech. or 0.1
desired Experience preferred
$10:00 to $15.00 per hour Call
Kevin 1 415 827 9310 or Shari
4062942712
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BILLING & COLLECTION CLERK.
Part time position available at the
Spartan Daily using computerized apply’
1, .1.n. Va.
TO
billing system. 10 hours a week
Call Sue @ 9243283 or stop by please r.,111 Ste, er Au, .1 et it
GBH 203 or 209 for an application. (800) 955 0200 ext 111, of
send/fax eSun.e to GSM. ’t91
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school W. Heeding Sr.Sari Jose, CA F.:16
seeks responsible individuals for Fax .1408; 244 6415 EOE AA
GEORGE S. MAY
extended daycare. P/T in the
INTERNATIONAL CO.
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GREAT OPPORTUNITY! Young
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network for low cost long distance
phone rates: generous comp.
plan, PT. seeking self starters.
406997 7830
WANTED: CARING, ueoule merited
person with the ability to encourage
and support person with develop
mental disabilities. Must he fun,
creative and enthusiastic. P/T &
FIT, benefits, flexible schedule
Opportunity to give back to your
community while being paid
Fax resume 248 1221 or call
248.4464.
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Certain advertisements In
these COIUM1111 rimy refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition, readers should
casefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.
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Print your ad here.

Line is

30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines
$1 for

Orin
Two
Day
Days
$5
$7
$O
$8
Si
$9
$e
$10
each additional line

Three
Days
$9
$10
III
$12

F04,14

Days
511
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day. rate increases by St per day
First line (25 spaces) set in hold for no extra charge
Up to 5 addbonal words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10 14 lines $90
3-9 lines $70
15.19 lines $110

Free
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

NT1 ’.

Please check

rularess

one classification:

M1,0

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Sort Jose State University
San kee, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Fiat( Room 209
Deadline 10 00 am two weekdays before publication
refunds on canceled ads
All ads axe prepakt No
Rates for consecutive publications dates Only
QUESTIONS? CALL (406) 924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found**
Volunteers’
For Sate.
Autos For Sate’
Computers Etc
Wanted’
Employment
Opportoryties

/

Rental Houralg
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
HealthReauty
SportsThnlis
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tulonng’
Word Prooessing
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in D8H209, between lOarn and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus co mm nity
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Sparta Guide
SJSU Softball
Meeting for tryouts for the SJSU Softball team, 4 p.m.
contact Connie Miner at
Thursday For more in
924 1253
Tech Writing Internships
The Stiolent Society for Technical Communication is holding an iniCrohil discussion involving Technical Writing internships filial 7-8 p.m Tuesday in the Student 1.7nion Almaden
Room. For more information. contact Professor Lois Hew at
924 .1515
KSJS Live
ISS.IS is holding a live broadcast and recruitment day on
Tower Lawn next to Hugh Gillis /fall from 9 a.m.- 4 p.m.
September 2-5 t hrough September 8-12. For information contact, Cathy 1.eyll;i at 924-4561.
Prayer Time
The Muslim Student Association is having a Jundia Prayer
Inn 12:30- 2 p.m. Friday in the Student Union Almaden
I sit For additional information. call Wall Rahmani at 3052ii5o
Be -Entry Welcoming
The Re -Entry Advisory Program (REAP) is having a Brown
Bag 1.1111(.11 Widcome Back Party from 12:00 -1:30 p.m.
Wednesday in the Student ITnion Pacheco Room. Contact
dant. Boyd 924 5950.

Simpkins: Spartans from the heart
continued from page 1
in a situation where you’re
proud of your facilities."
Phyllis Simpkins said she
had had her eye on the building,
which had been occupied by the
American Medical Response.
company, for a while. Simpkins
said it was a shame. to have
such a great building in a optimal location be unavailable to
the. university. She felt SJSU
deserved to have the property.
"I didn’t think we were running a first class operation,"
Simpkins said, referring to
SJSU’s athletics department.
"In the tall the building had a
’For Sale’ sign on it. I don’t
think we could have planned it
any better."
The $3 million, 1.7 acre property on the corner of Seventh
Street and East Alma Avenue
can only help the SJSU athletic
programs, she said.
"The biggest impact will be
on recruiting," said Gary
Amano, assistant volleyball

coach. -It was a little embar- basketball player said. it (gives
rassing 1 in building BB. This the feel) of everyone working for
building helps sell the pro- the same goal."
Air conditioning, she added,
grams."
He said that having most of is one of the best improvements.
The complex will be a better
the coaches together is imporplace for the stutant in that it
will help build
dent athletes to
I
"Alan
and
believe
work on both
a sense. of comacademics and
munity f1ir the in giving back to
athletic
athletics.
A
tutoring area, a
department as the place that
a whole.
conference room
and a study area
Coaches gave us both a
are all improveand athletes great education"
ments for the
alike agreed
athletes.
that the new
Satellites
are
space will benPhyllis
Simpkins
planned to be
efit SJSU athSJSU Alumna added so coaches
letics.
and players can
"The image
scout games of
this (building,
gives us is first class," Tully upcoming opponents as well.
In addition to housing the
said. "It helps all the way
around from recruits to the teams and athletics department, there is a new ticket
booster club."
"I think this is great," office for SJSU athletic events
Kathleen Barrett, a women’s with short term parking, some-

thing SJSU athletic didn’t have
previously.
Simpkins said having a first
class facility will lend more
credibility to SJSU now that
they belong the Western
Athletic Conference.
"Alan and 1 believe in giving
back to the place that gave us
both a great education,"
Simpkins said. "All we need now
is for the wins to come."
The athletic department was
appreciative but not necessarily
shocked at another generous
contribution by the Simpkinses.
"They have been a catalyst to
this department," Stan Stewart,
assistant men’s basketball
coach said. "There’s an intent to
get better, to improve the quality (of our athletics) and it has to
start somewhere. We need people like them."
Brennan went further saying,"Without a doubt we would
not be where we are without
their generosity."

UPS: Students face bookstore delays

Books for Sale
The Library Donations and Sales Unit is having an ongoing
booksale
from 10 a.m.- 3 p.m. every Tuesday and
Wednesday in Clark Lobby only. For more information call
921-2705.

continued from page I
severely
may
be
delayed are texts for
classes with recently
hired professors or
by
classes
taught
instructors who ordered
t (air books late.
"The UPS strike will
not have a huge impact,
on overall textbook
stock, now we’re just
waiting for books that
were ordered late,"
Johnston said. "We didn’t know where a ton of
our books were. We
knew they had been
pped, but where they

Meet Phi Chi Theta
The Phi Chi Theta Co-ed Business and Economics
Fraternity is having meet the chapter day. Wednesday at the
Business Classroom Garden Levi’!. Contact Eddie Tan at 92:i
1;7,1
Live Music Under "The Big Top"
Cirque du Soleil musiciiills will perform a free show with
music from the "Quidam" CD and West Coast Live. a radio
show. will conduct an interview with "Quidani" composer
Benoit Jutras and Cirque du Soleil artistic director Andrew
Watson Saturday from 11:30 a.m.- 1:30 p.m at the Cirque
du Soleil Big Top on W. Santa Clara St. To reserve tickets call
-West
t Live" at (1151661-9500.

us where they are. No
one thought the strike
would hit us this hard."
Melissa Eckmann, a
SJSU journalism major
wasn’t worried about
striking UPS workers
affecting her life until
she heard from other
college. students.
"My friend who goes
to a local junior college
warned me that I might
not be able to get niy
traoks," Eckinann said.
"Niiv two of my books
are
missing
and
Bookstore
ISpartan
employees I aren’t sure
when they’ll be in."

were left was sketchy.
We figured over 30 percent of our stock was
just sitting on a UPS
truck somewhere."
Many local community colleges, including
West Valley were harder hit by the l’I’S strike
because the started
classes earlier, according to West Valley’s
textbook
manager
Andrea Finley.
"Everyone’s pretty
upset about not having
their books," Finley
said. "About 10 percent
of our books aren’t, here
and UPS can’t even tell

Local bookstores officials agreed that students will have to be
patient because predicting when books will
arrive is still a difficult
process.
"Professors and students are upset that
they don’t have their
books but until UPS
gets back to normal, I
have no way of guaranteeing when the books
....ill get here," said Ruth
Lolsted, supervisor of
bookstore operations at
Evergreen
Valley
College. "It’s the second
week of classes here

and many of the basic
classes everyone needs
to take are missing
their books."
UPS officials could
not be reached by
phone for comment.
However, customer service recordings said
normal delivery service
will resume by today.

-We can save your class.
Are you feeling the pinch of conflicting class times,
or think you’re out of time to sign up? Not to worry,
at San Jose City College and Evergreen Valley College
we can save your class. Our classes start at just

;

$13 a semester unit, and there are over 60 careers to
choose from.
Time is of the essence. You can only add classes
until September 5th. So if you want to get ahead on
your schedule, or affordably fill out your general

FOR ONLY

$13

education requirements, get your class in gear and
enroll today.
Visit our website at www.sjeced.ce.ea.us now to get

PER UNIT

more information on getting the class you thought you
couldn’t get.
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San Jose City College
Evergreen Valley College
-

